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Abstract
I show how a conversational process that takes simple, intuitively meaningful steps may be understood
as a sophisticated computation that derives the richly detailed, complex representations implicit in our
knowledge of language. To develop the account, I argue that natural language is structured in a way that
lets us formalize grammatical knowledge precisely in terms of rich primitives of interpretation. Primitives
of interpretation can be correctly viewed intentionally, as explanations of our choices of linguistic actions;
the model therefore fits our intuitions about meaning in conversation. Nevertheless, interpretations for
complex utterances can be built from these primitives by simple operations of grammatical derivation.
In bridging analyses of meaning at semantic and symbol-processing levels, this account underscores the
fundamental place for computation in the cognitive science of language use.
© 2004 Cognitive Science Society, Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Commonsense descriptions of conversation exhibit a continuity with our broader social
understanding in emphasizing the intentional agency that underlies and explains our utterances.
Imagine giving a commonsense account of what happens in dialogue (1), for example.
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Bob: What should I do next?
Alice: Pass me the cake mix.
Bob: Here you go [handing over the package].
Alice: Thanks.

Such an account will portray (1) as a sequence of actions, each purposefully selected by its
speaker to contribute to the ongoing joint activity. First, with utterance (1a), Bob poses a
question, setting out the information that he intends to obtain in subsequent conversation.
Then, with (1b), Alice offers an answer, and in so doing makes a request of Bob. Bob goes on
to comply with the request, and offers utterance (1c) in tandem with the action to indicate what
he is doing and why. Finally, with (1d), Alice accepts Bob’s action, and acknowledges Bob’s
autonomy and generosity in choosing to carry it out.
This commonsense view of conversation forms the basis for a diverse array of work in
cognitive science—what Clark calls the action tradition (1996, p. 56). The action tradition systematizes our intuitions about collaborative agency in language use, and documents the ways
in which our utterances can serve to signal our intentions, to advance our common projects,
and to cement our relationships with one another. These investigations offer elegant analyses
of the meaning of utterances in conversation, such as (Grice, 1957, 1975; Lewis, 1979; Searle,
1969, 1975), and wide-ranging characterizations of the organization and functions of natural
conversation, such as (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Indeed, they show that speakers seem to rely on their commonsense intuitions about utterances
not only to work together in the world, as illustrated in (1), but also to negotiate a shared
understanding of utterances, resolve miscommunication, and keep conversation itself on track
(Clark, 1996). Moreover, we can use a computational framework to formalize these intuitions
precisely and operationalize them consistently—such results not only corroborate collaborative analyses of language use but inspire researchers to take face-to-face conversation as a
model for new kinds of human–computer interaction (Allen et al., 2001; Cassell, 2000; Rich,
Sidner, & Lesh, 2001). These converging lines of research substantiate the power and the soundness of our understanding of utterances in conversation as intentional, collaborative actions.
If systematic study of language has substantiated our intuitive understanding of conversation, it has also challenged it. Starting with Chomsky (1957), generative approaches to
grammar have accumulated evidence for a prodigious range of precise linguistic conventions
that interlocutors appeal to in dialogue. We use this knowledge effortlessly, but have no direct
conscious access to it. We see this already in (1). None of its utterances exhibits the canonical
subject-verb-complement constituency of English sentences; instead, we find fragments—as in
Pass me the cake mix or Thanks—and sentences with dislocated elements—as in What should
I do next? or Here you go. These syntactic constructions vary in generality, from full productivity as in (1a) through the intermediate cases such as (1b) and (1c) to frozen expressions
such as (1d), but all inherit aspects of their form and meaning through broader generalizations of English grammar (Goldberg, 1995; Ginzburg & Sag, 2002). At the same time, these
constructions exhibit semantic and pragmatic specificity that motivates their use for particular
messages in particular contexts (Birner & Ward, 1998; Levin, 1993; Prince, 1986). Here you
go, for example, instantiates a distinctive construction that calls attention to an event of motion
or discovery as meeting an established expectation.
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The range and complexity of interlocutors’ linguistic knowledge in turn challenges our
understanding of the cognitive processes that support conversation. Experimental investigations
of dialogue confirm our subjective impression that we recover one anothers’ meanings in
conversation quickly, automatically and incrementally. For example, Hanna and Tanenhaus
(2004) used eye-tracking to investigate peoples’ understanding of utterances like (1b) when
uttered by a confederate experimenter in a collaborative interaction. Before they heard the noun
phrase direct object of pass, subjects were already looking at the regions in space from which
they would be expected to pass something. This shows that subjects were immediately able to
link up the action described by pass with the requirements of the ongoing task. Brown-Schmidt,
Campana, and Tanenhaus (2004) found evidence that participants in spontaneous dialogue rely
on the same incremental coordination of linguistic and task constraints in understanding one
anothers’ references.
To explain our linguistic knowledge and abilities, it seems necessary to postulate specialized
mechanisms that construct and manipulate distinctively linguistic representations. The study
of such mechanisms and representations constitutes what Clark calls the product tradition in
the cognitive science of language (1996, p. 56). The particularity of linguistic knowledge and
processing, as emphasized by the product tradition, belies our apparent ability, emphasized by
the action tradition, to understand our utterances in conversation in commonsense intentional
terms. A central question in cognitive science is thus to reconcile the product and action
traditions—to understand how our intuitions about what we say relate to our actual knowledge
of language and the actual cognitive processes that underlie our linguistic behavior.
In this paper, I argue that the two traditions really do offer compatible perspectives on our
participation in conversation. The resolution of the two perspectives depends on the distinctive
computational structure of natural language. In particular, I invoke two distinctive computational principles—both of which are in fact epitomized in the pioneering research of Aravind
Joshi. First, in the spirit of Joshi, Levy, and Takahashi (1975), and subsequent work including Schabes, 1990; Steedman, 2000b) and many others, we must describe natural grammar
by atomic, meaningful elements with richly detailed internal structure but simple and sharply
constrained combinatorics. Second, in the spirit of Joshi (1987) and related work including
(Schabes & Shieber, 1994; Steedman, 2000b; Vijay-Shanker, 1987) and others, we must recognize the general duality between constructed linguistic representations—the products of
computation—and the trace of processes that construct them—the actions of computation.
These principles show how a conversational process that takes simple, intuitively meaningful
steps may simultaneously be understood as a sophisticated computation that derives the richly
detailed, complex representations implicit in our knowledge of language.
The distinctive contribution of this paper is to extend these computational principles so
that they explicitly characterize language use. In contrast to models of grammar which pair
each utterance with a representation of logical form which specifies its semantic content, to
characterize language use we must link each utterance with a representation of how its speaker
intends to use it. I have called such representations pragmatic interpretations (Stone, 2004).
Here, I explore how these interpretations can be factored into rich atomic units that encapsulate syntax, semantics and pragmatics and that therefore characterize the full range of our
linguistic knowledge as applied in specific conversational settings. Units of interpretation can
still be combined by steps of grammatical derivation, and so can still enable simple, automatic,
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incremental interpretive processing. At the same time, constructed interpretations take the
form of intention representations, and can be correctly understood as explanations of choices
of words. So interpretive procedures can correctly be characterized intentionally, as choosing
and recognizing abstract linguistic elements for their potential to contribute to the processes
and goals of an ongoing conversation. Thus, there is no reason why we should not expect
to find fast, special-purpose operations underlying our abilities to participate in conversation.
Nevertheless, there is no reason why we should not expect our intentional intuitions about
conversation to be reliable.
This paper can be understood as part of a broader theoretical program in cognitive science
laying the groundwork for “a scientific psychology that validates belief/desire explanation”
(Fodor, 1987, p. 16) via computational and representational mechanisms. All natural computation can be characterized abstractly, in terms of the problems it solves and the information it
uses, or concretely, in terms of the representations and algorithms it implements (Marr, 1982;
Newell, 1982; Pylyshyn, 1986). Formal, computational analysis plays a central role across cognitive science in demonstrating that specific explanatory mechanisms simultaneously respect
these different characterizations. This paper epitomizes this framework. It argues the action
and product perspectives on language seem to compete with one another, not because they
make incompatible predictions, but because they use different vocabulary and different levels
of abstraction to explain the same patterns of intelligent behavior.
The argument of this paper, however, relies not just on general representational approaches
to psychological explanation, but on specific points of contact between specific analyses of
collaborative rationality (Grosz & Sidner, 1990; Pollack, 1992) and specific theories of formal
pragmatics (Beaver, 2001; Kamp & Rossdeutscher, 1994; van der Sandt, 1992). Bridging these
disparate approaches exploits the availability—both for contributing to dialogue (Larsson &
Traum, 2000) and for language processing (Stone, Doran, Webber, Bleam, & Palmer, 2003)—
of simple, integrated mechanisms for conversational processing that support both semantic
and operational characterizations. Some of these developments are not well-known outside
computational approaches to linguistics. Certainly, they have never previously been considered
as an integrated whole, as required for my argument here.
The argument proceeds in two steps. In Section 2, I use research on collaborative rationality
to motivate symbolic structures that can serve as representations of communicative intentions.
This account links our semantic intuitions about conversation with specific representations
and processing that validates them. Then, in Section 3, I argue that these representations of
intentions can be treated as linguistic representations. They can capture sophisticated syntactic, semantic and pragmatic constraints, and be manipulated through processes of grammatical
derivation. Together, this construction shows how specialized linguistic processes can be analyzed semantically in commonsense intentional terms.

2. Meaning, intention and agency
The inspiration for this paper is research on agency at the intersection of philosophy and
artificial intelligence. This tradition aims to develop agent theories, mathematical characterizations of collaborative rationality (Breiter & Sadek, 1996; Cohen & Levesque, 1990b; Grosz
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& Sidner, 1990, 1996; Lochbaum, 1998). By combining the methods of philosophical analysis
(Bratman, 1987; Bratman, Israel, & Pollack, 1988) with formal logic (Fagin, Halpern, Moses,
& Vardi, 1995; Halpern & Moses, 1985), agent theories flesh out our intuitions of collaborative
agency as consistent and explanatory descriptions of computational processes.
The scientific framework behind all agent theories is the representational theory of mind
(RTM). As Fodor is quick to remind us, RTM is “the only game in town” (Fodor, 2000). RTM
seeks to naturalize commonsense intentional explanations of human action by postulating
symbolic representations and algorithms as a bridge between commonsense characterizations
in semantic terms and scientific characterizations in physical terms (Fodor, 1987; Newell, 1982;
Pylyshyn, 1986). In commonsense explanations, we explain our actions semantically, by appeal
to the information that motivates them: a package of beliefs, commitments and desires that we
take into account whenever we make a choice. This semantics explains our choices in terms of
who we are as rational agents, as our identity inheres, in part, in the information we have about
the world, the commitments we make to ourselves and one another, and the outcomes we value.
By appealing to computation, we can also view this body of information operationally. Any of
our beliefs, commitments and desires can be represented physically as symbolic structures, and
we can give precise algorithms for mechanically deriving symbolic structures that motivate our
actions from such representations. Logic brings an exact correspondence between semantic
entailment and computational inference. Therefore, we can view our actions simultaneously
as the exact consequences of a physical mechanism and as the exact manifestation of our
identity.
While RTM provides the general theoretical background for agent theories, RTM leaves
open the particular attitudes and causal connections that commonsense explanations actually
attribute to agents that act collaboratively. Our intuitions still need analysis. Agent theories
have made progress towards filling in this detail, by highlighting two important dimensions of
our common-sense understanding of collaboration.1 The first is the recognition that intending
is a complex mental attitude in which an agent commits not just to planned action but also
to a specific set of objectives and contingencies that motivate the action in context (Cohen &
Levesque, 1990a; Pollack, 1990). The second is the recognition that collaboration requires
agents to undertake a complex network of mutual commitments. In particular, teamwork depends on agreed instrumental intentions, but embraces a range of supporting communicative
actions and intentions, which are required if agents are to perform their individual actions in
concert. It also embraces mutual commitments that constrain agents’ behavior in unsuccessful
attempts as well as when things go according to plan; this ensures that agents continue to
work in concert as they repair or abort their ongoing efforts (Cohen & Levesque, 1991; Grosz
& Kraus, 1996; Grosz & Sidner, 1990). Together, these insights give specific, computational
content to the Grice’s (1957, 1969) proposal that a speaker’s meaning in using an utterance in
conversation is on a par with the intentions that motivate other collaborative actions (Stone,
2004).
At the same time as agent theories have articulated more sophisticated understandings of
rationality, they have developed more perspicuous ways to connect their analyses to possible
symbol-processing realizations. Of course, these developments cannot improve on the expressive power of classic symbol-processing architectures such as production systems, which can
already represent any possible computation (Newell, 1980). Rather, these developments offer
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abstractions in which agent theories are more readily understood and realized. A hallmark
of these approaches is a general cycle of perception and action (Russell & Norvig, 1995;
Wooldridge, 2000). The advantage of this abstraction is to isolate the computation involved in
choosing actions as a separate process of deliberation, which reasons from the agent’s current
information state to initiate and pursue intentions as analyzed by agent theories. This information state offers a single structured representation that aggregates together all the factors that
an agent must keep track of to act in the world, such as the agent’s beliefs and future-oriented
intentions. This makes it easy to describe the decision-making of the agent declaratively, simultaneously in terms of the information available to it in its environment and in terms of
specific steps of processing.
Applying such specifications to dialogue leads to a general framework known as the information-state approach (Larsson & Traum, 2000; Matheson, Poesio, & Traum, 2000), which I
adopt in this paper. These specifications focus on collaboration in shared environments, where
utterances constitute the evidence and actions available to collaborating agents. Here, the
information state describes public information, and so offers a formal counterpart to theoretical
concepts of the discourse context or the conversational score (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Lewis,
1979; Stalnaker, 1998). Participants’ preferences, meanwhile, are characterized by a private
resource of goals and beliefs. The information-state approach focuses analysts’ efforts on
identifying the qualitative distinctions that distinguish the content of different dialogues, and
on characterizing the course of dialogue through qualitative descriptions of the changing content
available to interlocutors. This leads to information states that spell out the content that has
been agreed so far over the course of the dialogue; the pending information that has been
proposed by some participants in the dialogue, but not yet agreed by all; and the outstanding
goals that remain still to be addressed.
The information-state approach comes with strong theoretical foundations (Poesio & Traum,
1997, 1998) that pave the way for principled and perspicuous analyses of the linguistic structures of natural dialogue in the context of models of agency. In particular, as I explain in Section
2.1, the framework allows us to justify specific representations that carry the content of intentions. Using intention representations and specifications of deliberative processes that use
them, we can relate our collaborative intuitions about conversation to the kinds of mechanisms
that might realize them. I provide such a specification in Section 2.2 and illustrate it in Section
2.3. The discussion thus situates and constrains possible linguistic processes in the context of
a general cognitive architecture for collaborative conversation.
2.1. Specifying communicative intentions
In the information-state approach, the effect of events in dialogue is to change, or update,
the information state. Typically, we hypothesize that utterances instantiate a constrained inventory of possible actions, called dialogue moves, which can be parameterized by tokens of
an underlying system of conceptual representation. With each kind of dialogue move comes a
general specification describing how to update the information state in response to it. A specific
move instantiated with specific concepts is called a message.2 A message represents a specific
contribution to conversation; however, to communicate a message requires formulating and
manifesting a suitable communicative intention.
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The experience of formal research in cognitive science suggests that messages must almost
always exhibit a different level of granularity than appears in the typical utterances of conversation. In some cases, natural language utterances depend on an understanding of the world that
goes beyond what the message itself contains—when language users formulate utterances,
they can draw freely on a broad range of contextual information. In other cases, reasoning
correctly about the world requires detail that natural language suppresses. In such cases, language users seem to exploit a recognition that their audience can work the details out for themselves.
To see this, let’s give a simple, concrete example. Consider an interaction between agents
Alice and Bob. Bob has just described a disappointing visit to the farmer’s market, where he
has purchased a number of prize apples (of unusual varieties) only to discover, upon arriving
home, that one of them has been damaged. The conversation proceeds as in (2).
(2)

a
b
c

Alice: Which apple is bruised?
Bob: The red apple is bruised.
Alice: Too bad.

Consider the message behind (2b), as formalized, from Bob’s perspective, by (3).
(3)

assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4))

The frame assert indicates the type of dialogue move that is involved. What is needed is for
Bob to add to and extend the common ground; the content to convey is the proposition that a
specified object bobs-object-4 (e.g., the apple) has a specified property marred-by-contusion
(e.g., being bruised).
This message exhibits both kinds of mismatch. In (3), the apple is identified not by a description, but by an atomic symbol. To emphasize the commonality between representations like (3)
and more general cognitive models of mental representation, it is probably best to think of such
symbols as deictic or indexical representations, in the sense of Agre (1997) or better Pylyshyn
(2000). These representations can refer to real-world objects in the agent’s environment, but do
so in virtue of the real relationship and interaction that the agent has with them. For example,
such representations may be constructed and updated through preconceptual mechanisms that
give them a robust perceptual connection with objects the agent sees. The name bobs-object-4,
though technically arbitrary, suggests this relational, grounded content.
At the same time, the name bobs-object-4 underscores that mental representations cannot
be translated for other agents—agents cannot share perceptual relations to real-world objects. In our conversation, Alice will have her own mental representation, alices-object-15
let us say, which, like Bob’s representation bobs-object-4, refers to the actual apple in the
context. The representations are private, and so are the indexical connections that link them
to their common referent. To get other interlocutors to lock on to the same object in the
world, language users must draw on additional communication knowledge, and construct
a description that characterizes the intended referent through its distinctive and public attributes. Here, for example, Bob has to formulate a description corresponding to bobs-object-4
that will lead Alice to recover alices-object-15 as its interpretation. Bob’s choice is the red
apple.
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In (3), the property is also represented as an atomic symbol: marred-by-contusion. Indeed,
I assume that mental representations of properties ultimately have the same kind of relational, grounded content that mental representations of objects do; concept symbols get their
meaning because through them we are locked on to their referents, namely kinds of things in
the real world. See Fodor (1998). To suggest this content, we might characterize the symbol
marred-by-contusion as picking out the property that Bob has seen in apples when their flesh is
marred by a superficial region of damaged texture and color (as is characteristically produced
by a blow or similar physical mistreatment). Note that this concept encodes an indirect, explanatory judgment rather than underlying perceptual features. This is characteristic of human
concepts (Fodor, 1998).3 Philosophy of language increasingly emphasizes that our understanding of the world naturally supports such distinctions, and that our pragmatic interpretations of
utterances are correspondingly fine-grained; see e.g., Travis (1997).4 Indeed, such conceptual
abstraction and specificity is also a hallmark of formal knowledge representation, because consistency and precision are always crucial to the systematic development of useful and accurate
knowledge; see Brachman et al. (1990).
Speakers need to identify properties, just as they do objects. Alice will have her own private
representation, spoiled-from-hitting say, which refers to the same property as Bob’s conceptual representation marred-by-contusion. Alice’s representation will differ in indexing into
and generalizing from Alice’s real-world experience. Bob’s utterance exploits knowledge of
language—in this case, knowledge of the way English speakers use is bruised—to coordinate
his conceptual representation with Alice’s.
If Bob’s utterance gets the message across, Alice and Bob will come to represent its content
isomorphically. They will construct representations whose atoms have the same real-world
reference, and are organized by corresponding compositional relationships. These isomorphic
representations can be understood to specify the same objective propositions. Example (4), for
instance, contrasts Bob’s (4a) with Alice’s isomorphic (4b).
(4)

a
b

marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)
spoiled-from-hitting (alices-object-15)

Both representations represent the proposition that that object, Bob’s red apple, has that property, of being damaged as if by a blow. Observe, then, how language users, in coordinating
such isomorphic representations, subject entities to much more precise predications than is
evident in their linguistic descriptions. Thus, whereas the gap between bobs-object-4 and the
red apple suggests the ways in which messages may need to be elaborated in utterances, the gap
between marred-by-contusion and is bruised suggests the ways in which conceptual content
is a refinement of linguistic underspecification. It is to bridge these gaps that language users
need complex communicative intentions.
As we shall see in the following, the communicative intentions underlying utterances such
as (2b) instantiate the general form of action representations from agent theories. However,
communicative intentions describe linguistic actions that typically would not be necessary
for a single agent acting individually in its physical environment. In artificial intelligence,
for example, the knowledge needed to describe linguistic action typically is not already implicit in the system’s domain representations, and so has to be developed to extend the system
to support dialogue interaction. These new descriptions of linguistic actions involve general
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communicative conventions that establish flexible links between a fixed, domain-independent
vocabulary and the subject-matter of a particular conversation. It is convenient to organize these
descriptions into two kinds of resources. Speakers’ linguistic resources describe the form and
meanings of utterances, and abstract away from specific connections to the subject-matter of
a conversation. Speakers’ communicative resources capture how to connect these utterances
appropriately to that subject-matter. At the center of the distinction between the two are mismatches of granularity which place an item W from our general vocabulary (e.g., is bruised)
in flexible correspondence with the various real-world concepts (e.g., marred-by-contusion)
which speakers might be able to express by using W. Linguistic resources abstract away from
speakers’ concepts using a variable C linked with W through a constraint W (C); communicative resources establish links between a specific concept c and W by supplying the instance W
(C). Building an utterance interpretation requires the processor to match the constraint with
the corresponding instance.
Specifically, for the red apple is bruised, we require communicative resources to link
the adjectival predication is bruised to the corresponding specific real-world concept here,
marred-by-contusion. Analogously, we require communicative resources to link the words apple and red to corresponding concepts, too. Bob’s representations for these resources might be
presented as spelled out in (5).
(5)

a
b
c

red (has-crimson-peel)
apple (mcintosh-variety)
bruised (marred-by-contusion)

For communication, we assume that Alice has isomorphic representations, induced from her
experience of language use in the same community.
For the red apple is bruised, a broad statement of its form and meaning is set out in (6), again
from Bob’s perspective. Note that the statement takes the form of a rule that applies to a range
of objects, properties and other generalized individuals (Hobbs, 1985). These individuals are
abstracted using variables (including higher order variables, so A(X) indicates that the property
denoted by A holds of the entity denoted by X). The variables cannot take arbitrary values,
however; they are restricted based on constraints that should be matched against communication
knowledge and the dialogue context.
(6)

a
b

c

The red apple is bruised constitutes a possible utterance (under a suitable
linguistic analysis).
A speaker U can use this utterance with reference to any properties R, A
and B and an individual X, constrained by communication knowledge so
that red (R) and apple (A) and bruised (B), and constrained by the context
so that A(X) and R(X).
In this case, this utterance has the effect of contributing B(X) to the context,
and so effects the move assert (U, B(X)).

Overall then, this description defines the utterance in (6a); it abstracts over the possible ways
the speaker could use the utterance to portray relationships among objects and concepts in (6b)
so as to pick out a bruised property B and a red apple X; and it characterizes the possible effects
of the utterance in (6c) in accomplishing the speaker U’s move to assert that X has property
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B. As we shall see further in Section 3, utterance descriptions such as (6) cannot be modeled
holistically, but must be derived from a collection of atomic linguistic resources, stated in the
principled terms of general knowledge of language.
Language users also need to appeal to the dialogue context. A general theory of dialogue
context has to describe both the shared information and the coordinated attention that interlocutors maintain in conversation and rely on to understand one another. See Stone and Thomason
(2002, 2003) for one such general approach. For simplicity in this paper, I emphasize the information in the context. In this case, the context has to characterize the apple using the same
properties with which the utterance identifies it. That requires the presence of the facts in (7)
in Bob’s representation of the context.
(7)

a
b

mcintosh-variety (bobs-object-4)
has-crimson-peel (bobs-object-4)

In general, accounting for utterances as collaborative actions means formalizing the intentions behind them (Allen & Perrault, 1980; Cohen & Perrault, 1979; Grice, 1957, 1969).
Intentions are complex mental representations that explain why an agent should expect a
planned action to bring about desired effects in the circumstances in which it is to be carried
out (Pollack, 1990, 1992). In dialogue, in particular, speakers intend utterances to instantiate
recognizable patterns of meaningful action: to link up with the context in specific ways, and
to bring about specific, desired contributions to the dialogue. (8) spells out the content of such
an intention, as it applies to Bob’s use of (2b) to achieve message (3).
(8)

a

Since the context now supports
red (has-crimson-peel) ∧ apple (mcintosh-variety)
∧ bruised (marred-by-contusion)
(as communication knowledge) and supports
mcintosh-variety (bobs-object-4) ∧ has-crimson-peel (bobs-object-4)

b
c

d

(in the current information state),
Bob’s action of uttering the red apple is bruised, as analyzed in (17)
must, in view of (6)
(with U = Bob, R = has-crimson-peel, A = mcintosh-variety,
B = marred-by-contusion and X = bobs-object-4)
effect assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)).

(8) is an argument or plan for Bob that the red apple is bruised is the right utterance. (8) starts
from the assumed context and the assumed action. From these assumptions, it uses general
knowledge of cause and effect to predict a desired result. For further discussion of such intention representations, including an analysis of the role of these representations in managing
agents’ commitments, and an argument that this role mitigates traditional challenges to logical
approaches to mental representation such as the qualification and ramification problems, see
Stone (2003, 2004). Note, of course, that such representations still allow us to recover a specific
utterance that has been planned from an intention. I’ll write this a(i), the action envisaged in intention i. But such representations also allow us to recover, for example, the message that a specific utterance has been planned to convey: I’ll write this e(i), the effect envisaged in intention i.
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Fig. 1. A general, computational specification for a dialogue agent.

2.2. Specifying conversational agency
To specify conversational agency, we describe agents’ coordinated reasoning about these
communicative intentions. The speaker produces each utterance by formulating a suitable
communicative intention. The hearer understands it by recognizing the communicative intention behind it. When this coordination is successful, interlocutors succeed in considering the
same intentions—that is, isomorphic representations of utterance meaning—as the dialogue
proceeds. Even when communication is problematic, speakers can seek and provide evidence
for mutual understanding by attempting to recognize and follow through on communicative
intentions (Brennan, 1990; Brennan & Clark, 1996). Thus, this account makes a bridge with a
broader collaborative perspective.
A representative specification of agency in dialogue is presented in Fig. 1. It specializes
the general loop of agent theories to collaboration by splitting the notional processes of perception and deliberation. By introducing separate steps of understanding and update in perception, the new specification guarantees the agent’s own actions and its partners’ actions
the same contextual effects. By splitting deliberation into separate steps of selection and generation, the new specification defines matched operations of understanding and generation
that can coordinate their interpretive reasoning. Together these moves achieve symmetry between an agent’s own actions, which it performs, and its collaborators’ actions, which it now
senses.
Because of the symmetry of collaborative agency, we have to present this cycle starting in
the middle, with the deliberation that motivates all the actions of agents. In deliberation, the
dialogue selection process draws on the information state c together with the agent’s private
information and strategies p, and computes the agent’s next move in the dialogue. In specifying
the computational role of this process, we use an assignment operator ← to store the result of
an invocation of dialogue-select in a variable m, as in (9):
(9)

m ← dialogue-select (p, c)

We assume that this next move corresponds to a specific message. See particularly Stent
(2002).
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The problem of communicating this message falls on the generation process. As we have
seen, the generator depends on the resource base as well as the information state and the
message. The generator draws on the specified resource base to construct an intention which
represents a recognizable use of a natural language utterance to convey the specified message in
the specified context. A generation process thus acts as a function generate taking arguments
r (for resources), c (for context) and m (for message) and returning the interpretation, giving
us the specification:
(10)

i ← generate (r, c, m)

According to collaborative perspective on dialogue, the role of understanding mirrors generation; its task is to reason from a speaker’s utterance to the intention behind it. Fig. 1 characterizes this process formally in the same way we characterized generation. In fact, the only
difference is that where generation starts from an input message, understanding starts from an
input utterance. Formally, the understanding process thus takes arguments r, c and u, and we
specify an invocation of understand whose result is assigned to variable i as in (11):
(11)

i ← understand (r, c, u)

Coordination in dialogue depends on whether a hearer, working in a specific context and
with specific resources, can recognize the intention behind an utterance that the speaker has
planned (ideally assuming the hearer shares the speaker’s context and the speakers’ linguistic
and communicative resources). We have seen that a speaker’s intention i in some utterance is
a representation, like that in (8), obtained by generate (r, c, m). Of this intention, the hearer
is supplied only with the utterance a(i). Successful recognition requires that the computation
understand (r, c, a(i)) also results in i. Formally, then, the symmetry between generation and
understanding required for coordination in dialogue is embodied (12).
(12)

For all resources r and contexts c,
for any i obtained by generate (r, c, m),
we also have i = understand (r, c, a(i)).

(12) offers a semantic constraint on the linguistic coordination between speaker and hearer;
and as we shall see in Section 3, it is a constraint that we can precisely respect in operational
characterizations of processes of generation and understanding.
The dialogue update operation of Fig. 1 is now solely responsible for keeping the information
state current as events unfold in dialogue. Computationally, we model dialogue-update as
a function that takes as arguments the information state as a context c and the communicative
intention i associated with an utterance, and computes a new context.
(13)

c ← dialogue-update (c, i)

The speaker uses dialogue-update to anticipate the effects that he envisages for his utterance,
and the hearer uses the very same procedure—ideally, with the very same arguments—to
calculate the effects of her partner’s utterance. Thus, it is the dialogue update process that
gives content to the role of utterance interpretations as the kinds of collaborative intentions
characterized by agent theories. In particular, it is the dialogue update operation that tracks the
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evolving common ground and the evolving mutual commitments of the interlocutors (Ginzburg,
1995; Larsson & Traum, 2000; Traum, 1994).
2.3. An example
A systematic formal description of joint activity in conversation would involve a rich, multidimensional account of context in dialogue and how utterances change it (Bunt, 2000). In
pursuit of such a general analysis, researchers have developed theories of aspects of the context that can account for much of the complexity of natural dialogue. For example, we can
link the context to ongoing activity by systematically characterizing the background plans and
domain coordination that interlocutors pursue, perhaps as Rich et al. (2001) propose. We can
describe the evolving status of contributions to the dialogue itself through systematic models
of dialogue obligations and grounding, perhaps as Larsson and Traum (2000) propose. And
we can characterize the shared information and coordinated attention in the linguistic context
systematically las a function of the linguistic elements and the linguistic relationships that
make up dialogue (Asher & Lascardies, 2003; Ginzburg & Cooper, 2004; Stone & Thomason,
2002, 2003). Of course, substantial research remains in giving unified analyses of dialogue by
exploring the connections among these compatible models. Presenting such analyses is beyond
the scope of this paper, but see DeVault and Stone (2004) for one example.
I limit myself here to a suggestive sketch emphasizing the ability of this model to support
intentional explanations of participation in dialogue. Consider interaction (2) between Alice
and Bob. Let us assume the two interlocutors are similar, as in Cassell et al. (1994), Power
(1977), and Sidner (1994). That is, while each agent brings a different set of private beliefs
and goals to the interaction, the agents share common operations and a common context. Each
agent follows the cycle in Fig. 1, but what one agent says is what the other agent hears and
thus the two agents carry out these processes in complementary phases.
As background to the formal treatment, we assume update rules where ask (Alice, q) changes
the context to introduce q as the principal question under discussion for Alice. Whatever
the principal question under discussion is, the move assert (Bob, r) changes the context so
that r is a pending proposed answer to it from Bob. Whatever proposal is pending (from the
interlocutor other than Alice), the move accept (Alice) changes the context so this proposal
is no longer pending but accepted into the common ground; if the proposal is an answer,
the corresponding question is no longer pending, but becomes resolved. A detailed formal
specification of these updates is beyond the scope of this paper—for more specifics about
representing questions under discussion, proposals, and grounding in related formal analyses
of dialogue, see (Ginzburg, 1995; Larsson & Traum, 2000; Traum, 1994; Traum & Allen,
1994). In this case, the successive moves, from Bob’s perspective, are:
(14) a ask (Alice, [which x ∈ {bobs-object-3, bobs-object-4, . . . }](marred-bycontusion (x)))
b assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4))
c accept (Alice)
The representation of (14a) encodes an assumption that there is some salient set of apples
that Alice is asking about; I give a partial enumeration of the elements of this set, includ-
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ing bobs-object-3 and bobs-object-4, to facilitate further discussion. In what follows I will
abbreviate the conceptual content of the question Alice asks simply as q.
From Bob’s perspective, the dialogue should take Alice and Bob from an initial context c1 ,
through a context c2 where the question q is under discussion, through a context c3 where the
question q is under discussion and marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4) is a proposed answer
to it, to a context c4 where this question is resolved and marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)
is common ground. To motivate these changes, Alice and Bob must also have suitable policies
of selection. In c1 , Alice should select a move corresponding to (14a); perhaps Alice knows
she needs to know about q and will ask when the opportunity arises. In c2 , Bob should select
(14b); perhaps Bob instantiates a general policy that retrieves information from his private
knowledge pB by querying pending questions. In a, Alice should select accept (Alice); perhaps
Alice accepts any pending proposal unless her private information pA gives her a reason not to.
Based on this background, we can align the transcript of the dialogue between Alice and Bob
with a trace of their steps of processing as in Fig. 2. Side-by-side comparison of the two traces
shows the parallel operations that Alice and Bob undertake to coordinate the conversation. They
synchronize on the same dialogue moves and respond to them by updating the context in the
same way, according to their commitments in collaboration and the meanings they contribute
to the conversation. The gaps in the table highlight the only asymmetries: these are the steps
where only one agent is active, as that agent deliberates to choose the next move. The alternating
pattern of gaps shows the complementarity of the agents’ cycles of processing.
We can illustrate how the general coordination of the information-state approach carries
over to linguistic utterances by looking at Bob’s response in detail. As Bob plans the response,
Alice and Bob are both in the context c2 where the question q of which apple is bruised is under
discussion. Bob invokes dialogue-select (c2 , pB ) to identify the needed message answer
(Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)) as in (3). Bob invokes generate, which realizes
this message through a particular interpretation i2 , formalizing the content outlined in (8).

Fig. 2. Agents Alice and Bob are interlocutors meeting the specification in Fig. 1. The figure shows their steps of
computation and the transcript as Alice asks a question and Bob answers it.
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Associated with i2 is the utterance a(i2 ) the red apple is bruised. Bob exchanges this utterance
with Alice. Symmetrically, Alice invokes understand to infer i2 from a(i2 ); now both Alice
and Bob will invoke dialogue-update (c2 , i2 ) before proceeding with the dialogue. Fig. 2
hypotheses similar intentions i1 and i3 behind the other utterances in the interaction.

3. Generation and grammar
In the last section I showed how agent theories allow us to give a symbol-level account of our
commonsense understanding of communicative intentions. Representations of interpretation,
such as (8), are central to this account. In this section, we revisit these representations from a new
perspective—the perspective of knowledge of language. In particular, I will use these intention
representations to link our commonsense understanding of communication with processes that
construct detailed and specialized linguistic representations. This provides the second half of
the argument of the paper.
Central to this perspective is to analyze utterances as simple combinations of rich primitive
elements. We can continue to regard each of these primitive elements as an action, as required
by the general theory of dialogue. Nevertheless, as we see in Section 3.1, the description of
each element is continuous with models of knowledge of language already in play in formal
linguistics. Likewise, as we see in Section 3.2, the assembly of interpretation as a whole is
continuous with computational processes of grammatical derivation. In this sense, algorithms
for constructing an interpretation, such as that presented in Section 3.3, simultaneously reason
about action and carry out grammatical derivation.
3.1. Deriving surface structure from complex primitives
I follow tree-adjoining grammar, or TAG (Joshi et al., 1975; Schabes, 1990), and adopt a
grammar formalism whose basic elements are not words or phrases but tree fragments. Each
fragment includes a lexical item, together with a specification of all its syntactic arguments.
Another way to say this is that the tree fragments are lexicalized and that they exhibit an
extended domain of locality. Tree (15) illustrates both features.

This tree is lexicalized in that it expands out to the content word bruised that determines
the information conveyed by the construction as a whole. The tree has an extended domain of
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locality in that it encompasses not only the adjective but also the auxiliary verb is and a subject
NP which remains to be specified. (The ↓ diacritic indicates a node where additional material
must be supplied, called a substitution site.) This extended structure facilitates the statement
of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic constraints by presenting a subject in the same atomic
structure as the predicate that applies to it. The other trees I assume to analyze (2b) are given
in (16); they exhibit the same principles.

Such trees are combined together directly by grammatical operations in TAG. Substitution
replaces a substitution site in one tree by a full tree fragment, and corresponds to syntactic
complementation. Adjunction splices a tree fragment and its associated structure into an internal
node in one tree, to create a larger constituent; the original subtree appears as a subtree of the
new tree fragment at a distinguished node called the foot node. (The foot node is labeled (*),
like the n node in the red tree.) This corresponds to syntactic modification. See Vijay-Shanker
(1987) for more detail on derivation and structure in TAG. We can derive the red apple is
bruised from the trees of (15) and (16) by first substituting tree (16a) at the np node in (15),
and then adjoining tree (16b) at the n node in (16a). That gives the overall structure in (17).
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Extensive research has documented the suitability of this formalism for characterizing
speakers’ knowledge of linguistic structure. More detailed linguistic analyses in TAG exhibit
the same kinds of structure and locality as the trees in (15) and (16), but typically involve
more finely articulated syntactic constituency (Abeille & Rambow, 2000; Frank, 2002). For
example, trees might include explicit projections for functional and morphological elements,
and use syntactic features as part of the labels of nodes. Such ingredients figure prominently in
the XTAG wide-coverage English grammar (Doran, Egedi, Hockey, Srinivas, & Zaidel, 1994;
Doran, Hockey, Sarkar, Srinivas, & Xia, 2000).
What is significant here is that this formalism offers an explicit representation of the steps
of assembly involved in deriving (17). This representation is called a derivation tree. The
derivation tree shows the elements that are combined and the operations used to combine
them, as in (18).

3.2. Deriving interpretations from complex primitives
A derivation tree such as (18) is a dependency structure, tracing the action of a computational
mechanism to add grammatical elements step by step to a growing syntactic structure. We can
use derivation trees to account for the composition of an utterance as an array of choices of
meaningful actions. In particular, we can characterize derivations that trace out the construction
of plans, like (8), not just the composition of surface structures like (17). One way to do that is to
enrich our primitive objects so that they become units of interpretation. Concretely, this means
that the elements should now specify potential connections with conceptual representations;
they should specify the assumptions about the context that they carry; and they should specify
the effects that they can contribute to dialogue.
Consider then the revised elements in Fig. 3. Examination of the entries of Fig. 3 brings
out both a close connection with interpretation and a continuity with broader accounts of
knowledge of language.
The elements of Fig. 3 indicate connections between language and conceptual representations through the standard linguistic convention of indexing nodes to mark reference. A node p:I
labels a phrase of syntactic category p as describing conceptual entity I. For example, the subject
np of is bruised gets the index X for the entity the np describes (e.g., the apple). But in that tree
the adj node is also indexed by B for the specific property of being bruised at issue. We often see
such indices only on noun phrases, but the same descriptive correspondences are characteristic
of all linguistic constituents; thinking of description crosscategorially becomes indispensable
once one adopts the aim of linking language to other cognitive systems (Jackendoff, 1983,
1990). Extending indexing is also a natural computational step, as soon as we have a sufficiently sophisticated conceptual ontology (Hobbs, 1985). It is now a common idea in specifying
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Fig. 3. Grammar as units of interpretation.

meaning in tree-adjoining-grammars (Joshi & Vijay-Shanker, 1999), and other computational
grammar formalisms (Copestake et al., 2001). Gardent and Kallmeyer (2003) offer a particularly clear a demonstration of the comparable expressive power of unification-based TAG
semantics and traditional approaches to compositionality based on the λ-calculus. Gardent
and Kallmeyer’s analyses span a range of core phenomena in semantics, including quantifiers
and scope, intentionality, and control. The entries in Fig. 3 suppress out much of the detail of
these semantic representations, just as they suppress much of the detail required for realistic
syntactic representations. However, the formalism and mechanism remains general.
The elements of Fig. 3 come with a precondition—a link with the context that must be
established whenever the element is used. Such links are known as presuppositions in semantic theory, which has been giving them increasingly prominent place in analyzing the
meaning of discourse; see e.g. (Beaver, 2001; Kamp & Rossdeutscher, 1994; van der Sandt,
1992). Presuppositions capture constraints on felicitous use of grammatical forms. This makes
presuppositions especially useful for pragmatic analyses, where constructions can mark presupposed open propositions (Prince, 1986) and the status of entities and information in the
discourse (Birner & Ward, 1998; Steedman, 2000a).
Finally, elements of Fig. 3 come with a specification of how they change the context. In fact,
an analysis of meaning in terms of context-change potential essentially recapitulates an analysis
of meaning in terms of truth, while offering an attractive model of discourse interpretation;
see (Dekker, 2002; Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1990; Muskens, 1996). By these assumptions, the
preconditions and effects associated with actions in Fig. 3 faithfully realize broader semantic
proposals.
In choosing to use any of the elements of Fig. 3, a speaker commits to realize a particular
linguistic structure with specific intended reference. The speaker commits that the context
supports the preconditions of the structure on its intended reference, and commits to bring
about the structure’s specified effects. In other words, the use of a particular structure with a
particular intended reference commits the speaker to a particular intention—as schematized as
in (19).
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a
b
c
d
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Since we now have contextual information supporting the preconditions of the
element on its intended reference
the speaker’s action in uttering the element
must, in view of the corresponding entry in the grammar,
bring about the effects of the element on its intended reference.

Concretely, for example, consider an utterance of is bruised on the specific grammatical analysis
given in Fig. 3a and with a specific intended pattern of reference indicated by U = Bob,
R = marred-by-contusion, X = bobs-object-4. Instantiating the schema (19) determines an
intention for the utterance of is bruised, as in (20).
(20)

a
b
c
d

Since we now have contextual information supporting
bruised (marred-by-contusion)
Bob’s action in uttering is bruised, analyzed under the structure of Fig. 3a,
must, in view of the grammatical entry Fig. 3a,
bring about the effect assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)).

This outlines the content of a commitment that a speaker would have to make to use is bruised
with this pattern of reference. The intention in (20) would commit the speaker to performing
the action, an utterance of is bruised as analyzed in Fig. 3a. The intention would commit the
speaker to specific expectations about the context: it should support the conventional constraint
that is bruised can express the property represented by marred-by-contusion. And the intention
would commit the speaker is committing to making an assertion that bobs-object-4 has this
property.
An utterance of multiple elements in syntactic combination simply commits the speaker simultaneously to each of the corresponding component intentions. A corresponding derivation
structure therefore shows how the speaker’s intention in using a complete utterance is directly
composed of elementary intentions in linguistic combination. Consider such a derivation structure, as in (21):

This derivation is the trace of a computational process that plans three steps of action. In
each step, the computation proceeds by adding a specific lexical action to the planned utterance, thereby drawing on specific linguistic conventions and contributing specific content. This is an action perspective on the utterance. But what does the computation traced
out in (21) do? It aggregates specific, fine-grained linguistic knowledge to produce a single complex mental representation that can guide language use. This complex representation is precisely the intention representation recorded as (8), which I repeat in the
following.
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a

Since the context now supports
red (has-crimson-peel) ∧ apple (mcintosh-variety) ∧ bruised
(marred-by-contusion)
(as communication knowledge) and supports
mcintosh-variety (bobs-object-4) ∧ has-crimson-blush (bobs-object-4)

b
c

d

(in the current information state),
Bob’s action of uttering the red apple is bruised, as analyzed in (17)
must, in view of (6)
(with U = Bob, R = has-crimson-peel, A = mcintosh-variety,
B = marred-by-contusion and X = bobs-object-4)
effect assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)).

The key insight of this paper, then, is that a computational process can derive representations
like (22) through the systematic instantiation and assembly of linguistically motivated grammatical structures like those outlined in Fig. 3. A language user may therefore be characterized
correctly as making incremental decisions of actions, as traced out in (21), and at the same
time be characterized correctly as accessing detailed linguistic knowledge and integrating it
into complex representations, as specified in (22).
3.3. Derivation, search and choice
The development thus far has offered a reconciliation between views that characterize language use as collaborative action and views that characterize utterance construction as inference from knowledge of language. The demonstration opens the door to the development of
explanations of utterances in conversation that combine the insights of both approaches.
I and my colleagues have been pursuing such analyses since implementing an intention-based
model of grammatical derivation for natural language generation in the SPUD system (Cassell,
Stone, & Yan, 2000; Stone, Bleam, Doran, & Palmer, 2000; Stone et al., 2003). The details of
our system-building efforts require too much background to be successfully presented in the
scope of this short article. I can, however, distill some of our experience in developing these
case studies, and some of the results that might be forthcoming from comparable investigations
in a computational cognitive science of language, by considering the problem of reference.
How is it possible, in principle, for language users to integrate the disparate constraints of
grammar and context to successfully identify objects in their environment to one another? With
the computational analysis I have presented so far, we have no answer to this question. For
example, although a formal grammar may specify an inventory of possible linguistic intentions,
it will not thereby offer speakers any assurance that they will be understood. Reference is built
into communicative intentions like those diagramed in (22).
Conversely, although a collaborative account can predict possible content for reference,
it will not thereby offer speakers a useful guide to language use. This needs to be argued
more carefully. By the collaborative principle, an identifying description must contain enough
information to distinguish the intended referent from its salient alternatives in context. See
Reiter and Dale (2000). However, when one explores grammar and logic systematically, in a
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computational setting, one discovers a plethora of options for content that would identify an
object but do not correspond directly to the semantics of any natural utterance (Meteer, 1991;
van Deemter, 2002). In general, one cannot transform these descriptions into correct logical
forms while working purely at the level of conceptual semantics (Shieber, 1993). And even in
constrained cases, when you know that a logical form has a derivation in the grammar, it can
be computationally intractable to find it (Brew, 1992; Koller & Striegnitz, 2002). Collectively,
this research provides a strong theoretical argument that no computational system can solve
the problem of reference by first reasoning collaboratively to construct conceptual content and
then reasoning linguistically to realize that content in words.
To resolve the paradox, we have to recognize that collaborative and linguistic reasoning
describe a single process. Knowledge of language determines the inventory of moves available
to the speaker at each step of planning a referring expression, as sketched thus far in Section 3.
But the requirement that participants in dialogue coordinate, as sketched in Section 2, explains
how the speaker makes the decision among these options.
To see how this might work in principle, recall the relationship between understanding and
generation, repeated as (23) below:
(23)

For all resources r and contexts c,
for any i obtained by generate (r, c, m),
we also have i = understand (r, c, a(i)).

This relationship can be straightforwardly realized by incremental, coordinated reasoning.
Specific proposals for this coordinated reasoning abound in the literature (Asher & Lascardies,
2003; Hobbs, Stickel, Appelt, & Martin, 1993; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). Ultimately, though,
what is required is simply for processes of production to use (23) to guide the formulation of
utterances.
As a provisional idealization, we assumed in SPUD that the understanding module can
correctly recognize a schematic derivation structure, as in (18), from the use of any utterance. In
other words, understanding handles lexical and syntactic ambiguity correctly. (This assumption
can be relaxed; van Deemter, 2003.) However, understanding must still recover the intended
reference of the utterance using shared linguistic and communicative resources and the shared
information state of the dialogue. For example, in recognizing the intention behind the red
apple is bruised, understanding starts from a schematic structure as provided in (24).
(24)

a

Since the context now supports
red (R) ∧ apple (A) ∧ bruised (B)
(as communication knowledge) and supports
A(X) ∧ R(X)

b
c
d

(in the current information state),
Bob’s action of uttering the red apple is bruised
must, in view of (6)
effect assert (Bob, B(X))

By matching the constraints in (24a) against the context, understanding should be able to
arrive at the same communicative intention that motivated the speaker’s utterance. (This
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constraint-satisfaction view of coordination in dialogue has many other computational implications; Haddock, 1989; Mellish, 1985; Schuler, 2001.) Correspondingly, by anticipating
this process of understanding, the speaker can work to construct an utterance sufficiently explicit that other interlocutors could be expected to recognize it. The speaker thereby ensures that
(23) is met. In so doing, processes of language use seamlessly bridge grammatical derivation
and collaborative reasoning.
As an example, we return again to the interaction which apple is bruised—the red apple
is bruised explored generally in Fig. 2. We return to the context c2 where the discussion has
raised the question of which apple is bruised, and consider the stage of computation just after
Bob has selected the message m2 = assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)) as the
next move to realize in this context. Bob must generate a recognizable utterance in context to
convey this message.
Now to be more specific, we assume that there are in fact two apples in the context: the small
mcintosh apple and a large golden delicious apple. Assume that Bob represents this second
apple conceptually as bobs-object-3. Informally, here, Bob has to take coordination into account
because a default description, the apple is bruised, say, will not distinguish between the two
possible apples, and so cannot be expected to be understood as intended. The formalism that we
have developed in this section allows us to restate this intuitive observation directly in terms of
the linguistic knowledge and linguistic representations maintained in processes of language use.
To highlight the role of coordination in choice, we assume that Bob has in fact already
committed to utter the apple is bruised. In light of the correspondence sketched in Sections 3.1
and 3.2, these commitments ground out in a specific intention representation, as outlined in (25).
(25)

a

Since the context now supports
apple (mcintosh-variety) ∧ bruised (marred-by-contusion)
(as communication knowledge) and supports
mcintosh-variety (bobs-object-4)

b
c

d

(in the current information state),
Bob’s action of uttering the apple is bruised
must, in view of (6)
(with U = Bob, A = mcintosh-variety,
B = marred-by-contusion, X = bobs-object-4)
effect assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-4)).

However, when Bob anticipates how this utterance will be understood, there is another possibility, as outlined in (26).
(26)

a

Since the context now supports
apple (golden-delicious-variety) ∧ bruised (marred-by-contusion)
(as communication knowledge) and supports
golden-delicious-variety (bobs-object-3)

b

(in the current information state),
Bob’s action of uttering the apple is bruised
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c

d
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must, in view of (6)
(with U = Bob, A = golden-delicious-variety, B = marred-by-contusion,
X = bobs-object-3)
effect assert (Bob, marred-by-contusion (bobs-object-3)).

In (26), we take the description the apple to refer to the golden delicious apple, not the mcintosh. By carrying out this assessment—by reasoning about coordination—Bob can recognize
that the provisional intention from (25) is not yet satisfactory. Further action is required. But
this assessment requires only the involvement of low-level processes of conversation: planning and interpretive processes that construct linguistic structures using simple operations of
grammatical derivation.
Now the grammar allows Bob to incorporate an additional linguistic element into the provisional utterance, using the entry Fig. 3a for the adjective red. Extending the interpretation
in tandem gives the structure of (22). Again, Bob must coordinate, by assessing the expected
results of understanding. In this case, because the golden delicious apple is not in fact small,
Bob can conclude that (22) can be recognized as intended.
In characterizing generation as a process of constructing intentions, we make it possible to
treat generation as a planning problem. We can even implement generation using mechanisms
for deliberation that are continuous with more general mechanisms for deciding what to do
by refining intentions (Appelt, 1985; Heeman & Hirst, 1995; Pollack, 1992; Stone et al.,
2003). The effect of this reasoning is to construct ways of using language—here, the referring
expression the red apple—incrementally, using steps of derivation that add syntax, semantics
and pragmatics simultaneously. This process never faces a problem of searching to realize
predefined semantic content, and so defuses the many associated computational problems.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, I have sketched a direct computational role for the rules of language in planning
contributions to collaborative conversation. The account is inspired and informed by implemented generation systems from computational linguistics, but ultimately responds only to
the general constraints placed on theoretical cognitive models by our intuitions and skills in
conversation.
The account assumes that the grammar specifies the form and meanings of the linguistic
actions that speakers use in conversation as an inventory of atomic elements. These specifications offer precise and natural formulations of our knowledge of language. The generation
process acts by selecting and combining these elements. As it proceeds, the process constructs
detailed representations of utterance interpretation which map out the form of utterances, their
links to context and the resulting updates to the information state of the conversation. Since
the process proceeds through steps of grammatical derivation, the resulting representations
are direct products of the system’s knowledge of language. At the same time, what these representations do is to map out a speaker’s commitments in using a planned utterance. Thus,
they serve as a resource for action, deliberation and coordination throughout conversation. In
this sense, we can explain the function of these representations, and the choices the genera-
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tor makes to construct them, only in the context of a view of language use as collaborative
action.
Compatibility between intentional and interpretive processing is an objective that not even all
agent theories or plan-based generators attain. For example, in accounts of collaborative intention that specify agent’s mental states and behaviors, like that of Cohen and Levesque (1991),
the theory characterizes the commitments of collaborating agents through a direct specification
of the underlying attitudes of the agent, as a flat list of possibly interrelated beliefs and goals. In
such an approach, there may be no explicit place for richly structured abstract representations
of the sort that we associate with grammatical derivation, which can summarize an agent’s
reasons to act. Conversely, models of linguistic inference that carry out staged reasoning about
successive levels of representation, including the simple cascading pipeline commonly implemented in applied language generation systems (Reiter, 1994), may not easily be understood
as constructing and coordinating plan representations. For example, such processes may first
construct semantic representations from specifications of desired dialogue moves, then discard
the dialogue moves, and go on to construct syntax from semantics using the grammar. Such
a system need never have a unified pragmatic representation for its utterances. Considered on
their own, such alternative views of collaborative agency and linguistic inference may be sensible. Nevertheless, to the extent that the theory of conversation can only account for dialogue
by appealing to both kinds of explanation, we must ultimately prefer a unified framework.
The framework here, in particular, understands grammatical reasoning as implementing collaboration. There is only one process of language use, only one thing happening. Both theories
describe that process, in different terms. If that is right, it raises a rich new set of questions
about the specific interrelationships between the collaborative effort we see in dialogue and the
linguistic competence that interlocutors call on to achieve it. To start, we must treat syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic phenomena simultaneously with the precision we now find in standalone accounts of specific linguistic phenomena. I observed a number of directions for such
integrations during the course of the paper. On the one hand, we need richer modeling of task
context, perhaps along the lines suggested by Rich et al. (2001), as well as richer modeling of
the linguistic context, perhaps along the lines suggested by Ginzburg and Cooper (2004). At
the same time, we need more detailed accounts of linguistic syntax, along the lines suggested
by Frank (2002) and more detailed accounts of linguistic semantics, perhaps along the lines
suggested by Gardent and Kallmeyer (2003).
But we can also imagine genuinely new challenges emerging from linguistic and collaborative analyses of dialogue pragmatics. For example, dynamic approaches to semantics often
start from a semanticist’s notion of context change, in which utterances contribute propositions
and objects that witness their truth. So far, theories classify such updates in terms of abstract
categories, such as questions, answers or acknowledgments, by applying further communication knowledge (Asher & Lascardies, 2003; Poesio & Traum, 1997). It seems as though
there are still two levels of representation, the linguistic and the collaborative. Indeed, the
interpretations presented here, such as (8), continue to retain this duality; their results have
been to generate dialogue moves, not directly to change the context. But what if the linguistic
analysis of utterances did directly provide a characterization of context change, in terms of the
pragmatic dimensions that determine interlocutors’ options and obligations for the conversation? Such an analysis promises to allow us to simplify the explanations and implementations
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of planning utterances, and of operations of selection and update in dialogue. And such an
analysis promises to align knowledge of language more tightly with the understanding of one
anothers’ actions we need to work together effectively. Attractive as it may be, the structure
and principles of such an analysis remain very much open.
Notes
1. It is important to underscore that while these insights have been earned in part through
the successes and failures of artificial intelligence research, they are genuine features of
our commonsense notions of intentionality (Malle & Knobe, 1997) and have proved indispensable ingredients of collaborative accounts of language use in the action tradition
(Clark, 1996; Lochbaum, 1998).
2. Here I use the standard terminology from computational linguistics (Larsson & Traum,
2000; Reiter & Dale, 2000).
3. Even the judgment of color, as associated with the word red in particular, is notoriously
indirect. To recover reflectance of a surface from incident light to the eye, we must
correct for the way the object is illuminated. The reflectance we get is not color either,
but combines a range of other material properties, including specularity and texture.
Anyway our judgments of color describe objects not pixels: the red of an apple correlates
the distribution of patterns across its surface with its variety and its state of ripeness. In
(2), red is used to convey a property has-crimson-blush which indicates that the apple’s
exterior surface is covered with a crimson blush characteristic of certain kinds of apples,
but not all kinds. When we take the goal of pragmatics to be the modeling of human
language use, the complexity and abstraction of our background conceptual resources
seems inescapable.
4. This is not necessarily to endorse or subscribe to any particular approach to the philosophical puzzles involved.
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